
Light source paintings



Find and copy a picture of a candle that has a lot 
of value.  For a challenge consider finding a pic 
with a hand or some other element in it.



In photoshop create a new file
us paper size



Edit>paste in your pic… scale it to size and make 
sure you like the composition… not all of the pic 
needs to be on the page. But make sure there is no 
white space



Image>adjustment>hue and saturation
change the color so it feels warm and evokes a 
feeling



Image>adjustment>curve
create a good amont of value



Right click and duplicate the layer



Image> adjustments>posterize\
be careful not adding to many levels\
you are going to be blocking out the color based on the shapes the pic gets 
divided into.  So if you choose 50 well you will be doing a lot of work

I would not go above 10



Add a new layer



Choose the paint brush tool



Make sure the diameter of the paint brush is 
matches what shape of color you are painting
make  sure the opacity is at 100 



While in the paint brush tool before you start 
paint press “alt” to select the color



Painting in all the areas that have that color
as u paint keep toggling of the candle layer to 
make sure you are coloring in all areas and not 
leaving holes



Continue painting the shapes of color 



Continue to toggle back and forth to make sure you 
are leaving no gaps!!!  Paint in the gaps!



Now that you filled in the gaps, you next are going 
to blend the colors into one another. first change 
your brush to 
- no hard edges
-lower the opacity
- change to size of the diameter to a little larger



Now use the darker and lighter color and overlap 
them with brush stokes.. Building it up to appear 
like a smooth gradient of color



Continue blending the colors



Right click on original pic layer and choose 
Quick export as png.  Save to your h drive



File >open
look for the PNG you just saved.. It may be titled 
Layer 1



Drag of the project bar and scale it so you can see 
both the reference pic and the painting



Use your reference pic to help paint the 
details in.



Using the smudge tool help the drips feel more 
melty! “The smudge tool is great for blending 
aswell. To change the “power/ strength “ of the 
smudge lower the strength #



Once the details are added and the colors are 
blended. Use your paintbrush library to add some 
texture and style
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